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Let G=* ,t, G, be the free product of finitely many indecomposable groups none 
of which are infinite cyclic. With natural assumptions on the factors G,, the 
stabiliser in the automorphism group Aut G of any element of G is finitely 
presented. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a finitely generated free group. For any element pi of F let 
Stab Aut F(w) be the stabiliser ofw, that is the group of all automorphisms 
of F that fix w. In [6], J. McCool proved that Stab,,,,(w) is always 
finitely presented. In this paper we shall prove the analogue of McCool’s 
result for a free product of finitely many indecomposable groups, none of 
which are infinite cyclic. The actual generalisation f McCool’s result to 
the case when infinite cyclic factors are permitted introduces technical 
complications whose resolution does not appear to be easy. 
We use the following notation. We write G = *i., Gi for the free product 
of the groups G;, i E I and we suppose that no Gi can be decomposed into a 
nontrivial free product. We write Aut Gi for the group of automorphisms of 
* The first author gratefully acknowledges financial support from the Alexander von Hum- 
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Gi. For any subset Tc Gj we write Stab,,, G,( T) = { cp E Aut G, 1 tq = t, all 
tE T). 
We shall prove the following theorem. (For the sake of brevity we do 
not, in this Introduction, give our main result in its sharpest form.) 
THEOREM. Let G = *it, G, he a free product of finitely many indecom- 
posahle groups none qf which are infinite cyclic. Suppose 
(i) ,for every ie I, the group Gj is,finitely presented, 
(ii) ,for every ie I, the automorphism group Aut G, is ,finitely pre- 
sen ted, 
(iii) ,for every i E I and every ,finite subset T c G,, Stab,,, c,(T) is 
finitely presented. 
Then for every w E G, the stabiliser Stab,,, o(w) is ,finitely presented. 
We remark that for a given fixed word u’ condition (iii) can be weakened 
to an assumption on one specified finite subset T, c G,, for each i E I (see 
Theorem 3.12). 
Although we have stated our theorem in terms of elements of G, we 
shall, like McCool in [6], in fact work almost entirely with cyclic words. In 
this case the group Inn G of inner automorphisms acts trivially and we 
shall concern ourselves with the action of elements of the group Out G of 
outer automorphisms. 
Our principal technical result is the following (which again does not give 
quite the sharpest result we actually obtain.) 
THEOREM. Let G=*,,t Gi be a ,free product of finitely many indecom- 
posable groups none qf which are infinite cyclic. Suppose for every ie I and 
every finite subset T c G, the group Stab,,, o,(T) is finitely presented, Then 
for every cyclic word w that involves letters from every factor Gi and is 
minimal in its automorphism class, Stab,,, o(w) is finitely presented. 
In order that this paper be reasonably self-contained we repeat, for the 
convenience of the reader, the principal concepts and results appearing in 
[ 1 ] and [2] which are needed here. 
We have G=*it, Gj where no Gi is infinite cyclic. We distinguish the 
following kinds of automorphism of G: 
(i) CY E Aut G is a permutation automorphism if CI permutes certain 
isomorphic factors Gi via fixed isomorphisms. 
(ii) c1 E Aut G is a factor automorphism if its restriction to each Gi 
belongs to Aut G,. (Factor automorphisms will usually be denoted by cp, $ 
or 0.) 
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(iii) a E Aut G is a Whitehead automorphism if there is some dis- 
tinguished nontrivial element x of Uit, Gj such that under a each factor Gi 
is left fixed or conjugated by x, in both cases pointwise. By convention, if 
x E G,, G, is to be fixed by a. 
If a is a Whitehead automorphism its domain A consists of all factors Gi 
which are conjugated by the specified element, together with Gk where 
.Y E G,. Then a is uniquely determined by the pair (A, x) and we write 
a = (A, x). 
(iv) A product (A,, x,)... (A,, x,) where x ,,..., x, eGk and 
A, A A, = {Gk}, for p # q is called a multiple Whitehead automorphism with 
domain A = A, u ... u A,.. It follows from Lemma 1.4 of [l] that an 
arbitrary product of Whitehead automorphisms whose distinguished 
elements lie in the same factor Gk can be expressed as a multiple 
Whitehead automorphism. (Multiple Whitehead automorphisms will 
usually be denoted by CT or 5.) 
The set of all multiple Whitehead automorphisms is denoted by Jz’, the 
set of all factor automorphisms by @ and the set of all permutation 
automorphisms by I7. (If we regard the identity as a factor automorphism 
then CD is a group. If we choose the fixed isomorphisms among isomorphic 
factors compatibly, then Z7 is also a group.) The principal result of [l] is 
the following: 
THEOREM [ 1, p. 4891. For any cyclic words u and v of G and a E Aut G 
such that ua = v there exist p, ,..., p , E Q = ~2’ u @ u I7 such that a = p, . . . p,, 
and the graph qf the lengths ) up, . . . pk 1, 0 < k < n forms a “valley”: 
yy /,,,/upl...pH 
UPI **. Pp UP, ... Py 
It should be observed that if u and v are of minimal length within their 
automorphism class then the “sides” of the valley disappear and up, ... pk 
are also of minimal length, 1 d k 6 n - 1. 
The key to the proof of the theorem is the idea of peak reduction. For- 
mally a peak is a quintuple (u, w, v, o - ‘, t) where U, w, and v are cyclic 
words, o, T E Q and 
(a) uK’=w, wt=v, 
(b) I4 G I4 3 IvIt 
(c) I4 < Iwl or I4 > 14. 
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PEAK-REDUCTION LEMMA [ 1, p. 490 and Proposition 2.71. Given any peak 
(2.4, u’, v, a-‘, T) there exist z, ,..., T ,EQ such that c’T=~,...T,,, and 
IUTI ...T~I < )wl, q= 1,2 ,..., m- 1. 
We now explain the main result of [Z] that we shall need. Call a cyclic 
word minimal if it is of minimal length within its automorphism class. 
Clearly, the group generated by the permutation and factor automorphisms 
operates on the set of all minimal cyclic words and we write u - v if u and v 
lie in the same orbit. We write [u] for the orbit of U. 
Let f be the graph whose vertices are the orbits under the action of 
(@, II), two vertices [u] and [v] being joined by an edge if there exist 
U1-k 01 -D and a~&! such that u,a=v,. 
THEOREM [2, Corollary 1.31. The path components of r are,finite. 
Warning. We remind the reader that in this paper no,fuctor G, is infinite 
cyclic. The key step in our argument, namely the fact that the path com- 
ponents of f are finite, breaks down if infinite cyclic factors are present (see 
Lemma 3.2 of [2]). A similar difficulty occurs if one deals with systems of 
words, a point overlooked by the authors of [Z] who rather too casually 
assert hat their methods are valid, without change, for systems of words. 
In this latter espect our results are weaker than those of McCool [6] since 
in the case of free groups, the appropriate complex d is finite regardless of 
whether or not one is dealing with a single word or a system of words. 
1. CYCLIC WORDS INVOLVING ALL THE FACTORS 
We have G = eiE, G, where I is finite, (II > 1 and each G; is indecom- 
posable and not infinite cyclic. Throughout this section we shall fix some 
cyclic word M’ which is minimal in its automorphism class and involves 
every factor G,, i E I. We shall also assume that no two of the factors are 
isomorphic and so there are no permutation automorphisms. 
Remark 1. In general permutation automorphisms may occur. 
However, the subgroup generated by the Whitehead and factor 
automorphisms is of finite index in the full automorphism group. So there 
is no loss of generality in assuming no permutation automorphisms occur. 
Remark 2. The requirement hat no G, is infinite cyclic an be relaxed if 
we restrict the kind of automorphisms allowed to those in which any factor 
Gi is mapped to a conjugate of itself. 
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LEMMA 1.1. @nInnG= 1. 
Proof: This is trivial. 1
A multiple Whitehead automorphism OFA? is proper if 
~=(A’,.u,).~~(A,,x,.) and its domain A=A,u ..’ WA, is a proper sub- 
set of I. We write A* for the set of proper multiple Whitehead 
automorphisms. 
We shall proceed as does McCool by identifying Stab,,,.(w) with the 
fundamental group of a certain 2-complex A which we now define. This 
identification, i  Proposition 1.3, is the main result of this section. 
CONSTRUCTION 1.2. The vertex set of A is defined to be 
V(A) = {U/U is minimal cyclic and u = ~‘0 for some 0 E Out G )-. 
For the set of edges we take 
We visualise the edge (u, a) as U(ulr, and regard (uo,~ ~ ’ ) as inverse 
to (U,(T). We call (U,(T) an Jt*-edie wEen a~&*, and (u, cp) a @-edge 
when cp E @, and refer to r~ and cp as the labels of the given edges. The set 
F(A) of faces of A is defined as follows. We list below certain closed paths 
in the l-complex (V(A), E(A)). In every case there is to be attached at the 
initial vertex u a face whose boundary cycle is the given path. The closed 
paths are: 
(ti) (u, cp)(ucp, $)(u, 0))’ whenever cp, $, 8~ @ and ‘p$ = 8. 
(LB) (u, cp-‘)(ucp-‘, a)(ucp-‘a, cp)(~, T))’ whenever APE@, 0, ZEJ~?*, 
uqo-‘o~ V(A), and ~=cp~'mp. 
(6) (u, p)(up, G)(u, r)-’ whenever p, 0, T E Jz’*, up E V(A), pa = t, 
and p, 0, 5 have the same operative factor, or 
(4 P)(W a)(W, T-‘)(u, 4’-’ whenever P,a, TEA*, VE@> up, 
upa E V(A), po = cpr, p, [T, T have the same operative factor and 
pSEd&-.P. 
(5) (u, a)(ua, y(x,))(u, 0’))’ whenever U, (T/E&*, USE V(A), 
a=(A,,x,)~~~(A,.,x,), a’=(A’,x,)...(A’+X,x,~‘)...(A,,x,) and, in 
consequence, 0 = o’y(x,) -‘. (If y(xj) is the identity, then the path is just 
(u, a)(~, of)-‘. Here A’ is the complement of A in I.) 
(@) (4 o.)(W T)(UT, D)-‘(U, T)-’ whenever [r, T E Ah?*, UQ, 
WT E V(A), r~ and T have disjoint domains and, in consequence, CT = ~0. 
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We write rr, (A, n,) for the fundamental group of d with basepoint 12‘. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Stab,,,.(,r) 2 rc, (A, ,v). 
Proof: We can define a map from 71, (A, ,v) to Stab<),, G(~) by reading 
off labels of closed paths with base point ,v. Since we read off a relation 
valid in Stab out (; (11,) when we traverse the boundary cycle of any face of A, 
we have a well-defined homomorphism. Furthermore this is easily seen to 
be surjective. For by the Theorem on p. 489 of [ 1 ] any a E Stab,,, G(~~) 
can be written as x=p,~~“‘/~~, with p,~.@uV and ~P,“‘P~E V(A), 
l<k<q. If in fact p,~.fl---.M*, say P~=(A,,.u,)...(A,,.~,) with 
A,u ... uA,=I, then pk=(A2,.~, ‘.u,)...(A,,s, ‘.~~)g(x, ,)=p:y(x, ,) 
and p;” E c &‘*, and the surjectivity is clear. It remains to show the map is 
injective. 
For this we pick, for each i E I, a nontrivial element r, E G;. For con- 
venience let I= { 1, 2,..., h ) and set 
3= (- I=?, z, 23 ,...) z,:,1) :I23 )...) ,?Z ,,)..., z, I-h ) 
Given any closed path p in A, with basepoint IV, whose label a, ccz. cx,, = 1 
in Out G. define 
We show, by induction on m(p) with a subsidiary induction on the number 
of times m(p) is achieved, that p is homotopic to the trivial path at u’. 
Suppose m(p) = 131 which is the minimum possible value since 3 is clearly 
a minimal tuple. We claim that c(,, ~1~ ,..., c(,, E @. It s&ices to show that 
x, E @ for the argument can be iterated. If a, E A?* and has domain A, 
then, since U, is proper there exist i and j such that z, E A, - X and z, E A’ 
(where a,=(A,,x,)..~(A,,x,)). But then Iz,zj~,I =I.x~‘z,.x,z~] =4>2 
and hence 13c(, / > 131 which is a contradiction. Since @ is embedded in 
Out G by the canonical map it follows that a, c(~. . a,, = 1 in @ and hence 
that p can be contracted to the trivial path by using faces of type (a). 
Now assume m(p)> 131. Choose N>m(p) and let 3* = (w, w,..., IV, 3) 
where there are N occurrences of w. Then 13*1 = Nlwl + 131. Write 
M’k = WM, . . . CYk ) 3k = jcr, ... a/( and 3z=3*u,...akr 1 < k<n, so that 
3; = (Wk ,..., wkr 3k). Since wk is a vertex of A, )wk I= [WI and thus 
13:1 = N)M’[ + ljkl. Let k be the largest index such that 13kl =m(p). Since 
ala2 . ..z.,=l, 13,,1=131 and therefore k<n. Hence )3kP,J<13k,>(3k+,J 
andso 1st I/6/3k*/>l~ (k*+ ,I. This means that (3E,, 3k*, 3k*+, , ak? xk + ,) is 
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a peak which, by Proposition 2.7 of [ 11, can be reduced. Let 
aA.xk + , = B, ... /?, be the equation giving the reduction, that is 
1&,flI..~fl,I<13~I, l<j<q. Weclaim that 
(i) IM~~-,/~,...P~I =Iu’I, 1 <,j<q, 
(ii) 13x-IBI~~~P,l<13kl, 1CjGs 
(iii) the path (M.~ ,, cx,)(u,,, ak+ ,) is homotopic in A to the path 
(,Vkb,,B,)(M’k ,P,,iL)...(M’k IPI~-B, IA/). 
Then, by reduction, the desired conclusion follows. 
Suppose, for some j, 1~‘~ , /I, .. . /?, 1> / )v(. Now 
ww + m(p) = 13: I 
; ;,ll; I’, :I, B ( yinpcr we reduced the peak) 
/ - rk I ’ , 
3 NIwl + N 
giving m(p) > N which is a contradiction. Thus we have (i), and (ii) is an 
immediate consequence of (i). 
To obtain (iii) we have to see how /?, ... fl, is obtained from akc(k+, .
There are, as usual, various cases. Since I,$ / > 13:+, 1, ak + , E A* and, for 
simplicity, we write T = zk + , . 
(a) ff x,E@, then akak+,=~,~~~~y is jUSt akz=pc(I, where 
p = x,Tak- ’ . The reduction of the peak is illustrated by Fig. l.la (here 
length is plotted upwards) and in A there is a corresponding face (Fig. l.lb, 
here, of course, the vertices all have the same length) of type (23) which 
gives the required homotopy. 
(b) Suppose ak E A*; to be consistent with the notation of [ 1 ] we 
write (T- ’ =Xk. 
FIGURE 1. I 
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FIGURE 1.2 
(b.0) If B and t have the same operative factor, then cxk c(~ +, = fl, .. . /I, 
is either G- ’ t=p, p~,44l* or (r -‘r =pq, PEA’*, (PE @ and there is a face 
of type (6) giving the required homotopy. 
(b.1) Suppose G and r have distinct operative factors X and Y and 
respective domains A and B. There are the familiar four subcases. 
(b.l.1) Let X$B and Y$A. If AnB=@, then CQQ+~=~,.../?~ is 
just c ‘5 = z0 ’ and a face of type ((5) gives the homotopy. So suppose 
AnB#@. In this case we have either o-‘~=a,-‘ra;’ or ~-‘r=r~rs 
according as 13:~,~1 < /$I or l&+z,,I < lj;l where G,,,(T, and z0 
are as defined in Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 2.7 of [l] and T, is the 
analogue of g, The former can be illustrated by a “peak-reduction 
diagram” for which there are two corresponding faces, of types (6) and 
(6) in A, see Fig. 1.2(b). Clearly, (wk, a))‘(~,, t) is homotopic to 
(IV-,, ~;‘)(“~~~,a;‘, t)(u~~~ ,a;-‘r, a;‘) as required. 
The remaining cases (b.1.2) XEB, Y$A, (b.1.3) A’$ B, YEA, (b.1.4) 
XE B, YE A are all reduced to the above by “complementation.” When 
FIGURE 1.3 
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translated to A faces of type (a) are needed for this and then faces of 
type (6) and (6) as above, and possibly a face of type (B) to deal with the 
factor automorphism introduced by complementation. We give the peak- 
reduction diagram for two possible cases of (b.1.3) in Fig. 1.3. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 1 
2. TRANSFORMATION OF x,(d,w) 
We maintain the conventions and notation of Section 1. Our aim is to 
obtain a presentation of rr, (A, w) that is “finite modulo factors” in the 
sense that by assuming that, for each factor G,, a certain subgroup of 
Aut Gj is finitely presented we can show that the presentation of n, (A, w) 
we have obtained is equivalent o a finite presentation. 
The key to our argument if Corollary 1.3 of [2] which asserts that under 
the action of @, our complex A has only finitely many vertex orbits and 
finitely many orbits of ,&*-edges. 
LEMMA 2.1. There is a ,finite tree A, in A whose vertices form a set of 
representatives,for the orbits under Qi and whose edges have labels in A*. 
Proof: The tree A, is obtained by lifting back a maximal tree of the 
path component in the graph f, defined as in [2, p. 2371 (see the Introduc- 
tion), of the orbit of u’. It is clear that if two orbits [u] and [v] are joined 
in f by an edge then there exist U, WU, v, WV and a~&* (not just in -I”e) 
such that u,~=v,. 1 
Notation 2.2. We fix a finite tree A, as in 2.1. For each vertex v of A, 
we define the subcomplex A: of A as follows: 
V(A,t)= {UE V(A)lvcp=uforsomecpE@}, 
E(A,+)= {(u, cp)~E(A)lu~ VA,.), (PE@), 
QA:)= {(u, cp)(ucp, $)(u, @)-‘EF(A)IuE v(A,,), cp, II/, @E@and&=O}. 
Since distinct vertices of A, lie in distinct orbits under @, the complexes 
A,t , v E do, are disjoint. Now for any vertex v of A,, let pt. be the reduced 
path in A, from MI to v. Let A,. be the complex obtained from AZ by 
adjoining the vertices and edges of pI, (and the inverse path p,‘). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. ~L,(A~,, w)gStab,(v) and x,(Al,, w) is embedded in 
IL, (A, w) as the conjugate of Stab,(v) by the label on pl,. 
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Proof The map from rr, (d: , ~1) to Stab, (ll) obtained by reading off 
labels, as in the proof of Proposition 1.3, is clearly an isomorphism and the 
desired result follows immediately. i 
We take a presentation of 71, (d, \v) determined by a suitable maximal 
tree T. Specifically we choose T = d, u IJ, td0 T,. where T,. is a maximal tree 
of A,.. Then in the usual way every edge of A determines a generator, every 
face of A determines a relator and we have to add relations that set equal 
to 1 each generator corresponding to an edge in T. Although an edge in A 
and the corresponding generator are formally distinct objects it is con- 
venient to blur this distinction and write E(A) for the generating set. 
Similarly we identify a face and the relator it determines, namely the 
product of the edges in its boundary cycle. We may then write 
n,(A, M’)= (E(A)jF(A)uE(T)). 
We also write F(A) = 2T u !.I3 u Q u I? u 6, using the partition in 1.2. One 
further convention will be used. It is understood that for any e E E(A) there 
is a relation eF = ! where @ is the inverse dge to e. We shall always assume 
that E(A) has been oriented and negatively oriented edges deleted. 
However if (u, c() is such a negatively oriented edge we shall continue to 
write (1.4, a) regarding it as an abbreviation for the inverse (uc(, cl-‘)-’ of 
the generator ( UU, ct ~’ ). 
Notation 2.4. E(Q) = {(u, (P)E E(A)lq E @I; then 
Et@)= u E(d:), 
I’EA” 
E(.M*)= {(u, o)EE(A)~~EJL*}, 
E,(dZ*) = {(u, a) E E(wd*)\u E A,). 
By Corollary 1.3 of [a], I&,(&Y*) is finite. 
Notation 2.5. Let (u, a)~E(d*)- E,,(M*). Then there exist DE A,,, 
(v,(J) E E( T,.) such that ufI = u and a unique relator 
b(u, u)= (u, 0))‘(u, r)(ur, Q(u, o)-‘, wherez=V’o%=oH 
belonging to the set 8. We write 
B, = {b(u, a)l(u, ~)EE(A*)-Eo(A*)) 
and 8’, = 23 - 23,. In the presence of the relators E(T), the relator b(u, 6) is 
equivalent o 
(u, 0) = (0, T)(UZ, @I, where z = 8. (2.6) 
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Notation 2.7. For %=BS; ub uBu@ let ‘9V be the result of the 
operations 
(i) replace each generator (u, (T)E E(&*)-&(A*) in an element 
of % by (u,7)(~7,@, 
(ii) if (u, a) is followed in the element of ‘9 by 
(UCJ, $) = (~70, Ic/) E E(Q), combine (v7,19) and (2178, rl/) into (~7, et,b). 
LEMMA 2.8. ~cl(d,w)=(Eo(A’*)uE(@)~~uWuE(T)). 
Proof: This is immediate from the proceding remarks; we have simply 
deleted the generators of E(A)-E(&*) together with the corresponding 
relators 23, and replaced % by the equivalent set ‘9.‘. 1 
We call a word 
(u,, a,)(w,, cpl)“‘(U,, a,)(w,, cp,L cT.,EdP, (PiE@, 
connected if vi + , =wi-uici, l<i<p(takingp+l=l)andcpi~Stab,(wi). 
LEMMA 2.9. Any relator of ‘W is equivalent, in the presence of ‘?l and 
E(T), to a connected relator. 
Proof: An element of !P which actually involves generators in E(Q) 
has the form 
(allowing some (ui, cp,) possibly to be trivial, with ui+ i - ui= uici). (This is 
trivially true for !Il and is preserved under the transition from !R to ‘!I%‘.) It 
therefore suffices toshow that if (u, cp) E E(d,), cp E @ and u - U, u E d, then, 
in the presence of 2I and E(T), 
(k cp)=(u, $1 
for some $ E Stab,(c). Now we may choose (u, e), (u, [) E E( T,) with utl = u 
and UC = ucp and then, since E( T,) is a set of relators, 
(4 d = (u, em, dh or 
= (t4 epi-1) 
and ep[-’ E Stab,(u). u 
LEMMA 2.10. Let ‘S’” be the result of replacing each element of 9%’ by an 
equivalent connected relator. Then 
n1(4, w)= (E,(J%‘*)uE(@)~‘XUW~UE(T)). 1 
481/106/l-5 
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Notation 2.11. For any UE A,, cpEStab,(u) and CJEA* there is a 
relator 
(0, cp)(u, a)(uo, rp-‘)(u, T)-’ with r = cporp-‘, 
in 23 and hence a connected relator 
in 9V’ with $ E Stab,(v’) and u’ - ur - UIS. Let 23 o c !P be the set of ail 
such relators. Thus as a consequence of do there are relations 
(4 CPNU, a) = (0, t)(u’, G), z = wcp-‘3 (2.12) 
with u’- ur - VCJ and $E Stab,(u’) for any subword (v, cp)(u, a) of an 
element of %“‘ - !B O. 
Call a word in EO (A*) u E(Q) split if it is of the form 
(u,, al)... (up, ~/AU’> cp)> 
where cpEStab,(u,). We call (a,, a,)...(~,,, oP) the &*-half and (v,, cp) 
the @-half of (II,, o,)...(u,,, a ,)(~,, cp). 
LEMMA 2.13. In the presence of ‘9I v 23 o v E(T) every relator of 
cJ2”-‘130 1s equivalent to a split relator. 
Proof. Given a connected word 
(u,, o,)(u*, v,)(v,, %)..$77 a,)(u,, cp,) 
repeated applications of relators of 23 O u ‘?I u E(T) will yield a split word. 
The only point that needs to be checked is that connectivity is preserved by 
the application of the relators of b”. If we have 
with u r+l Nuiaz9 then applying ‘$3 o yields, via 2.12 
to,, Ti)(U!f, tii-l)(Ui, 1)cpi) 
for some ri, lcliP, with u,! - viz, - vidi- vi+, and hence v; = vi+ ,. Using 2l, 
(“i+l,~r-I)(ui+l,(Pi)=(ui+l,~r-I(Pi). I 
LEMMA 2.14. Let 9Z o be the result of replacing each relator of !R2”” - (1J o
by an equivalent split relator. Then 
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PROPOSITION 2.15. There is a finite set !R # c ‘33 o such that 
~,(LI,~)=(E,(~*)~E(@)~‘~~~~%%JE(T)). 
Proof Since every element of our initial set F(d) of relators contains at 
most four &*-edges, the length of the .&*-half of any element of so is 
bounded above by four. Since &(A*) is finite, there can be only finitely 
many distinct A*-halves among the elements of so. We take !Ni# to con- 
sist of any finite subset of ‘%O that contains each such &*-half at least 
once. Let !R” * consist of the relators obtained by equating all Q-halves 
that share a common &*-half in so. Since each element of so0 involves 
only generators (u, cp) for a single u E A,, and since rc, (A,, w) is embedded 
in n, (A, w) all such relators are consequences of the relators 
F(d,.) u E( T,) c ‘9I u E(T) and may be discarded. 1 
The presentation given in Proposition 2.15 is the desired presentation 
that is “finite modulo factors.” To obtain a finite presentation we must 
impose conditions that will enable us to replace E(Q), ‘8 and do by finite 
sets (with minor rewriting of ‘% # ). 
We summarise our conclusions o far by indicating how the presentation 
in 2.14 can be constructed. 
CONSTRUCTION 2.15. 
Step 1. Determine the path component of w in r and hence obtain a 
choice for the finite tree A,. (This procedure naturally assumes that one 
can compute effectively with automorphisms of G and in particular deter- 
mine when two cyclic words are equivalent by a factor automorphism. See 
Sect. 4 of [2] for details.) 
Step 2. Determine E, (A*) and for each vertex u which is an endpoint 
of an edge (u, CJ) E E, (A*) but not a vertex of A,, introduce an edge (u, 0) 
with ~0 E A,. Then A,, together with these new edges will form a tree which 
can be assumed to be a subtree of T. Then if pv denotes the path in A, from 
u’ to the vertex u of A,, the generator (u, C) is the path 
if 004 A, and the path 
if vc E A,. 
PL’(UI 0) P,’ 
Step 3. For each (u, cr) E &(A*) read off the label on the path 
corresponding to (u, 0). This is y,aOy;~ if UC # A, and y,r~y; ’ if VCJ E A, 
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where yc is the label on pD and so on. We recall that this label is the image 
of the path p’,(u, a)(oa, B)p’$ or pU(v, ~)p’:~‘, respectively, under the 
isomorphism from n, (A, w) to Stab,,, G(w). 
Step 4. For k = 2, 3,4 and every v E A, consider products 
y,‘a,a,...a,y,, 
where a;, 1 d i6 k is the label on the path corresponding to some 
(u, a) E &(A*), yc is the label on the path p’,. If such a product is a factor 
automorphism cp, introduce a relation 
Necessarily cp E Stab,(u) since a, .. txk E Stab,,, G(w) and so y’,‘py,:’ is the 
image in StaboutG (w) of the path in A corresponding to (u, cp). The 
relations obtained in this way constitute a sufficient set of split relations. 
Step 5. For each edge (u, a) E &(A*) and each cp E Stab,(u) introduce 
a relation 
where u’ and II/ are as in 2.11. 
To apply this construction effectively, we of course require assumptions 
that enable us to reduce the sets E(Q), 2l and b to manageable sets. 
Details of how this may be done in general are given in 3.1 and 3.2. 
However, to illustrate he construction in use we give the following exam- 
ples. For the sake of simplicity we use finite cyclic groups (although then 
the question of finite presentability is answered immediately by 
Proposition 1.3 since then the complex A is finite). 
EXAMPLE 2.16. Let G=Z*X*Y, where Z=(z) has order2, X=(x) 
has order 3 and Y = ( y ) has order 6. We calculate Stab,,, G(~) where 
w=zx-‘y-‘xyzy-‘x-‘yx. 
Simple analysis of cases and possibilities shows that w is minimal and there 
are only three other words of minimal length equivalent o w, namely 
u,=zy-‘xyx-‘zxy-‘x-‘y, 
v,=zyx~‘y~‘xzx~‘yxy-‘. 
03 =zxyx-‘y-‘zyxy-‘x-1. 
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FIGURE 2.1 
We let 
and then 
0,=(2+X,x), oz=(Y+X,x), 
T, =(Z+ Y,Y), z2= (X+ Y,Y), 
WCT, =?I,, VI51 = 03, 
WT, = 02, v20, = 03. 
The only nontrivial factor automorphisms are 
and 
and cp = ‘pXcpu. The l-skeleton of d is then easily seen to be as in Fig. 2.1, 
where for the sake of clarity we simply write the label (rl in place of the 
name (w, e,) and so on. 
Step 1. Here do= {w}. 
Step2 &(.A!*) consists of the four edges (w, a,), (w, a;‘), (w, T,), 
(w, T;-'). The extension of A, to a subtree of T requires us to add the edges 
(uI T cpx) and (v2, cp r). 
Step 3. The generators obtained by reading off labels are 
01 (Px, 0, ‘ (Px, tlcPr5 5;’ Cp r. 
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Step 4. We obtain relations 
(a,vx)*= 19 (0; 1 cpx)* = 1, (T,cpYJ2= 1, (52 “pv12= 1, 
(a,cpx)(a,‘cpx)= 13 (T,cpYNr,‘cpY)= 1. 
There are no relations with &*-half of length 3 or 4 as may be checked 
directly, using the above relations (or follows from the fact that the original 
sets B and 6 are empty). 
Step 5. Since Stab,(w) is trivial, only trivial relations occur here. So we 
conclude that Stab out G ( M’) is the free product of two cyclic groups of order 
two with generators 6, (pX, 5, ‘pY. 
EXAMPLE 2.17. As a second illustration we consider G = A*B*C where 
A = (a) is cyclic of order 4, B= (h) is cyclic of order 6 and C= (c) is 
cyclic of order 8. We take 
u’= a2b3ca2b3c2. 
Routine case analysis shows that the only (multiple) Whitehead 
automorphisms which give a minimal word are c, = (B + A, a2) and 
T, = (C + B, b’) both of which give 
(cf. [2, Example 6.81). Further, if c2 = (C+ A, a’) and t = (A + B, b’) then 
UCJ? = u’= or2 but no further minimal words are obtained via multiple 
Whitehead automorphisms. We follow Construction 2.15. 
Step 1. The finite tree d, consists of 
Step 2. Introducing edges of I?,(&‘*) gives 
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Step 3. The corresponding generators are 
Step 4. Searching for split relations by testing potential J&l/*-halves 
gives 
(a,a;‘)((r,cT;‘)= 1 and (7,0~‘)(rJ,7,)= 1. 
Hence the subgroup generated by E, ( A%*) is cyclic on p = T, o; l and 
routine calculation shows this is infinite cyclic. 
Step 5. Here we have to introduce edges (w, cp), cp E Stab,(w) and 
(u, I/), tj E Stab,(v) in order that we may obtain the relations 2.12. Simple 
calculation shows that 
a H .-I 
(PA: 
i 
UHU 
b-b and qe: b H b-’ 
CHC I CHC 
each lie in both Stab,(w) and Stab,(o) as does their product cp = qAqe. 
However this exhausts Stab,(w) and Stab,(v). This means we obtain 
generators 
for that part of Staboutc (w) generated by E(Q) together with relations 
(01 (PACI I)‘= (o,q,a,1)2 = [a, q,‘a;‘, 0, ‘Peg;‘] = 1. 
It remains then to determine 2.12. We have the following relations in 
Out G, 
(PAcT;qi’ =Oir (PBaiqel = oi, 
(PA’i(PA 
~ ’ = 7;, 
(PB7r(PB 
-’ =7;, i= 1, 2. 
Then (w, vA)(w, 71)= (w, 71)(u, (~4) yields (PAP=P(~~(PA~;~), and 
(WY CPBNW 7,) = (WY 7,)(% (PA) yields (PBP = dal~Bcr,‘)* Further 
(WY (PA)(% cJl)=(W, cl)(& (PA) yields vA=(TL(PAol-l and similarly 
(w, vB)twT @l)=(wy al)(oy vB) yields vB=olvBal-l. 
No further new relations occur and Stab out G(w) is the direct product of 
the infinite cycle generated by p and the Klein four-group generated by (PA 
and qB. 
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3. FINITENESS CONDITIONS 
We maintain the notation of Sections 1, 2. We have to obtain 
conditions that will show that the presentation rc,(d, w)= (E,(&*)u 
E(cD)l(% u 2J” u !R# u E(T)) of Proposition 2.15 is equivalent o a finite 
presentation. 
Notation 3.1. For any vertex v of d, write 
Stab,(u)= {cp~@lucp=u}. 
If Stab,(u) is finitely generated then we may pick a finite subset 
E, c E(A,) n E(@) and a corresponding set F, of relations uch that 
Stab,(v) = (EL.1 FL,). Assuming each Stab,(u) is finitely generated, we 
write E= uccdO E, and F= UVEdO F,. 
Further we form the set ‘B* by taking all relations of the form 
(03 cp)(v, a.) = (f-4 t)(u’, b+) 
as in 2.12 where cp E E and then expressing (v’, $) as a product 
(v’, Ic/ r ). . . (u’, I/I,) with (v’, tii) E E, 1 Q i < q. We also define % * to be the set 
that results from !R# by expressing each @-half (u, $) as a product of 
elements of E. (Of course we are making implicit use of the relator set B in 
expressing a single (v, $) E E(Q) as a product of elements of E.) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) Suppose that for each v E d,, Stab,(v) is finitely 
generated. Then 
n,(A, w)= (E,(~*)uE~Fu8*u%*u E(A,)), 
where the notation is as in 3.1, and is finitely generated. 
(ii) If, furthermore, Stab,(v) is finitely presented for every UE A,, 
then F may he assumed to be finite and therefore rc, (A, w) is finitely presen- 
ted. 
Proof First, we note that 
x,(A, w)= (E,(k’*)uE(@)~2lub*u!-R*uE(T)) 
since every relation 2.12 (i.e., every relator in B O ) follows from 23* u ‘9I. As 
already noted, !R* follows from ‘9I# u 9I. Since the representations (El F) 
and <E(@W u Uvsdo E( T,) ) are clearly equivalent we obtain 
~c,(A,w)=(E~(J%‘*)uE~FuB*u!R*uE(A~)) 
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as desired. If Stab,(u) is finitely presented then F, may be chosen finite and 
hence F may be chosen finite if Stab,(u) is finitely presented, for every 
LIEA,. a 
In a sense Proposition 3.2 already gives conditions on the factors of 
G = *is, Gi which ensure that Stab,,, G(~) if finitely presented. However, 
one can be rather more specific. 
In dealing with Stab,(v), where u is a vertex of A, one complication 
arises from the fact that we are dealing with cyclic words and we deal with 
this first. 
Notation 3.3. Let u = z1z2 . ..z.,, where Z,,E G,, 1 <j< n. We call 
(Gil 3GiZ,..., G,) the type of u-defined, of course, only up to cyclic per- 
mutation. We say the type of u is an mth power if n = mr, for some natural 
numbers m and r, and the type of u is of the form 
(G;, ..., Gi,, G;, ,..., G ,..., Gi, ,..., G,). 
If the type of u is an mth power, then we write 
U’Z,, “‘ZlrZZ, “‘Z&“‘Z,, “‘Z,,, 
where zkjeGi,, 1<kkm, 1 <j<r. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let the type of u he an mth power, with m maximal. Then, in 
the notation of 3.3, 
Stab,(u)= {qE@Ithereexiststwithz,,cp=z(,+,,i,for 
k= l,..., m, j= l,..., r} 
(here k + t is calculated module m). 
Proof: This is immediate. 1 
Notation 3.5. Let u be a minimal cyclic word. For each factor Gi of G, 
write Li(u) for the set of all elements of G, that occur in u and write 
L(u) = lJie, L;(u). We write 
Clearly C(u) c Stab,(u) but if the type of u is an mth power for m > 1 it 
may happen that C(u) # Stab,(u). 
LEMMA 3.6. The index [Stab,(u): C(u)] isfinite. 
ProoJ Suppose the type of u is an mth power, with m maximal. For any 
cp E Stab,(u), say cp has shift rank t if in the notation of 3.3, zkicp = zck+ ,ji, 
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1 < k 6 m, 1 6j d r and t is the least nonnegative integer with this property. 
Then cp E C(u) if and only if cp has shift rank zero. 
Let 1 be the minimum of all the shift ranks of the elements of 
Stab,(u) - C(o). Since, modulo m, the shift rank of cp$ is the sum of the 
shift ranks of cp and cc/, I is actually the greatest common divisor of the shift 
ranks of elements of Stab,(u) - C(u) and Ijm. 
Let cp have shift rank 1. Then 1, cp, q’,..., qcm”“- ’ is a transversal for C(v) 
in Stab,(u). For if $ E Stab,(u) and II/ has shift rank Iq then II/ -‘qP has 
shift rank zero and thus $ ‘cp” E C(u). 1 
COROLLARY 3.7. Stab,(u) is finitely presented if and only if C(u) is 
finitely presented. 
Proof. This is immediate. # 
Notation 3.8. For any ,factor G,, and any subset Kc Gi, write 
LEMMA 3.9. [h for ever>’ iE I, Cent*,,, G‘, (L, (u)) is ,finitely presented, then 
C(u) is finitely presented. 
Proof. This is immediate since C(o) is the direct product 
n,.,Cent,,,,(L,(u)). I 
FINITENESS ASSUMPTION 3.10. For every uertex u of A, and every factor 
G, of G CentAuto, (L, (u)) is finitely presented. 
THEOREM 3.11. Under Finiteness Assumption 3.10, Stab,,, G(w ) is 
,finitely presented. 
Proof: It follows from Finiteness Assumption 3.10, by Lemma 3.9 and 
Corollary 3.7 that Stab,(u) is finitely presented, for every vertex u of 
A,. I 
Remark 3.12. The second of the two theorems stated in the Introduc- 
tion is an obvious corollary of Theorem 3.11. 
4. WORDS THAT OMIT SOME FACTORS 
Let w be a minimal cyclic word of G = eic, G;. We may partition I into 
I=Z,uZ, so that if Ho=*ic,O Gi and H, = *ic,, G,, then w is a minimal 
cyclic word of H, and every factor of H, appears in w. If I, # (25 then 
Stab out G(w) falls naturally into two parts, which we take in turn. 
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First, we note that there is a canonical embedding of Aut H, in Aut G 
defined by c( H oi where oil Z-Z0 = CI and oi[H, = id. We shall identify Aut H, 
with its image in Aut G under this embedding. 
LEMMA 4.1. The natural projection II: Aut G + Out G is injective when 
restricted to Aut H,. 
ProoJ Suppose CI E Aut H, n Inn G; then zc1= g ~ ‘zg for all z and za = z 
for LEG,. This means gEH,; but then g - ‘G, g # H, unless g = 1. 1 
The significance ofLemma 4.1 is that dealing with Stab,,, G(w) we need 
to take account of Stab Au, H,,(w), rather than Stab,,, H0 (w), and therefore 
need some assumption on Inn H,. 
We say a Whitehead automorphism (A, x) avoids H, if A - Xc Z, ; we 
say a factor automorphism cp avoids HO if cpI HO = id. Let P be the group 
generated by all Whitehead and factor automorphisms which avoid H,. 
Clearly P c Stab,,, c;(w). 
LEMMA 4.2. The natural projection rr: Aut G + Out G is injective when 
restricted to P. 
Pro?[ If a E P then aJ H, = id and the lemma follows immediately. i 
Notation 4.3. Let x: Aut G -+ Out G be the natural projection. We 
denote the embedded images of Aut HO and P by Aut H,, and p, respec- 
tively, and, for /3 E Aut G, write fl= fix. 
LEMMA 4.4. Stab 
~ - 
outc(w)< (Aut Ho, P> 
Proqfi By the Main Theorem of [ 1 ] any c( E Stab,,, G(w) can be writ- 
ten as cc=p,p,...p,,, where pi, 1 d j 6 n, is either a multiple Whitehead 
automorphism or a factor automorphism and 1 wpl . .. piI = 1~1, 1 <j< n. 
By [2, Proposition 6.21 this implies that wp, . . . p, E H, and involves every 
factor of H,. 
We claim that if pi is multiple Whitehead with operative factor YE I, 
and domain B, then either B c I, or I0 c B. Suppose to the contrary that 
B n Z, # @ and B’ n I, # a. Then wp, . . . pip, must contain at least one 
spot bc ’ where b E B and c E B’. Under p, this spot must yield bye- ‘, for 
some J E Yr and since no letters of Y were present in wp, . . . pip , this forces 
Iwp, .. p,- , 1 < I wp, ... p, I which is a contradiction. Thus either Bc I,, in 
which case pj~ P or Z, c B in which case, by complementation, 
pi = piy( y - ’ ), for some .r E Y, and hence belongs to P since pi has domain 
B’+ YcZ,. 
If pi has operative factor XE Z, and domain A we may write pi = pi0 pi, 
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where pjo has domain A n I, and pjl has domain (A n I, ) + X. Thus 
pi0 E Aut Ho and p,i E is. If pj E @, then pj = pi0 pj, where pi0 E @ n Aut Ho, 
p,, EQbnAut H,. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. P is a normal subgroup of‘ (AZ-i&, P>. 
ProoJ: We actually show Pa (Aut Ho, P>. Now Aut Ho is generated 
by 
{(A, x)(A c I,} u (@ n Aut Ho) 
and P is generated by 
The following assertions are all easy to check: 
(i) cp-‘$cp=$, cpe@nH,, t,hE@nP; 
(ii) (A,x))‘$(A,x)=$, AcZ,, $e@nP (since rl/-‘(A,x)$= 
(4 x+1 = (4 xl); 
(iii) (A,x)~‘(B,y)(A,x)=(B,y), AcZ,, BcZ,. 
It remains to show 
(iv) (,4,x)-‘(B,y)(A,x)~p when AcZ,, B- YcZ,, YEZ,. 
If in fact A n B = /zr, this is immediate since we obtain (B, y). So suppose 
YE A so that A n B = ( Y}. In this event 
(A,x)~‘(B,y)(A,x)=(Y+X,x)~‘(A-Y,x)-’(B,y)(A-Y,x)(Y+X,x) 
=(Y+X,x)-‘(B,y)(Y+X,x) 
since (A - Y) n B = 0. Now relation (16) of [3] asserts that when X, Y 
and Z are distinct, hen 
(Y+X,x)-‘(Z+ Y,y)(Y+X,x)=(Z+X,x)(Z+ Y,y)(Z+X,x)-1. 
Since (B,y)=&..-,(Z+ Y,y), we obtain 
(Y+X,x)-‘(B,y)(Y+X,x)= n (Z+X,x)(Z+ y?Y)(z+x,x)-’ 
ZEB- Y 
and the latter lies in P. 1 
LEMMA 4.6. (i) Aut Ho n is= Inn Ho; 
(ii) Stab,,, Ho (w)nP=Inn Ho. 
ProoJ: (i) Clearly Inn Go c Aut Go n P, since for any x E IO, 
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(I,, X) y(x) = (Z, +X, X-‘) in Out G. Suppose u E Aut G, n P. Then there 
exist B,, E Aut ZZ,, /?, E P and g E Inn G such that &, = a = fll and &, = p, g. 
Thus for i E I,, Gi& = g- ‘Gi g and so g E H,,. Thus PO E Inn H,, and 
a=floEInnH,. 
(ii) Since Inn Z-Z, c Stab,,, Ha (w), this is immediate from (i). 1 
PROPOSITION 4.7. (i) Stab,,, G(~) = Stab,,, H0(w). P 
(ii) Stab,,,.(w)/PrStaboutH,(w). 
Proof: (i) If a E Stab,,,. (w), then by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, a = ala2 
where a, E Aut Go, a2 E i’. But PC Stab,,, G(~) and so a, E Stab,,, c(w) n 
Aut H, and thus a, E StabA”, *,,(w). 
(ii) By (i) and Lemma 4.6(ii), 
Stab out G(wYPg StabA,,,,(w)/StabA,,,,(w) n P
= Stab Au1 Ho(w)/lnn HO 
z Stab Aut Ho(w)/lnn HO 
z Stab AutHotW). 
In the penultinate step we appeal to Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Zf P and Stab,,, HO(\l.‘) are finitely presented then 
Stab Out G(w) is finitely presented. 
Proof: This is a standard fact about group extensions. 1 
Proposition 4.8 now shows what we need, in addition to Finiteness 
Assumption 3.10 for the group H, = *ic, G;, to ensure that Stab,,, G(~) is 
finitely presented, namely assumptions that will ensure that P is finitely 
presented. We use: 
FINITENESS ASSUMPTION 4.9. For every i E I,, Aut Gi is finitely presented. 
FINITENESS ASSUMPTION 4.10. For every i E Z, Gi is finitely presented. 
THEOREM 4.11. Under Finiteness Assumptions 4.9 and 4.10, P is finitely 
presented. 
We shall not prove Theorem 4.11 in detail since the argument required is 
only a slight variation of an argument due to N. Gilbert [4], which in turn 
is based on that of McCool [S]. We indicate the main steps. 
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The first and crucial one is 
LEMMA 4.12. Let (u, w, v, o-‘, 5) he a peak where o and 7 are generators 
of P. Then there exist generators p, ,..., p , of P such that 
rJ -“=p,p*...pn 
and lw, . . . pk ( < (WI, 1 6 k d n - 1. (In other words, the peak can be reduced 
within P.) 
The lemma is proved by showing that cases (ii)- in the proof of 
Proposition 2.7 of [l] can be dealt with in a way that avoids the use of 
complementation. 
LEMMA 4.13. The equalities o ~ ‘t = p, . . p,, used in 4.12 are all con- 
sequences of the following relations, where all symbols represent generators 
of P: 
(RI) (Al,x)(A2,x)=(A,uA2,x), XEX, A,nA,={X}; 
WI (A,,x,)(A,,x,)=(A,,x,)(A,,x,), x,,x,~X A,nA,={X); 
(R3) (A, xl)(A, ~2) = (4 x,x,); 
(R4) (A, X)(&Y) = (B, y)(A, xl, A n B= @; 
(R5) (A,x)(B,y)=(B,y)(A,x), AC& YEY, Y9A; 
WI VIM x) cp = (A, xcp). 
This is proved by direct computation. 
LEMMA 4.14. If (R7) is any set of defining relations for CD n P, then 
(Rl )-(R7) form a set of defining relations for P. 
This is proved by an argument somewhat similar to that for 
Proposition 1.3, using a tuple of pairs zizj, i,j E II. 
LEMMA 4.15. Under Finiteness Assumptions 4.9 and 4.10, the relations 
(Rl)-(R7) are equivalent to a finite set of relations among finitely many 
generators. 
The basic idea of the proof is to use (R3) to express each element (A, x) 
with x E X in the form (A, X,)&I .. (A, x,,)‘” where x1 ,..., x, are members of 
some finite generating set for the factor X. Then the remaining relations are 
derived from the corresponding special cases in which the elements appear- 
ing lie in the appropriate finite generating set. 
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5. LINEAR WORDS 
Let w be a minimal linear word. Then w is cyclically reduced and we can 
regard w as a cyclic word; we denote it by d when we do so. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Zf Stab,,, G(G) is finitely presented, then StabAut G(w) 
is finiteIy presented. 
Proof: Let StabAutG (@)= {BEAut GIw/?=gwg-‘, some gEG}. Then 
Stab AutG(~)~StabAutG(@) and Stab,,,.(+)=Stab,,,.(G)/InnG. Now 
the natural projection : Stab,,, G(@) -+ Stab,,, G(K) is still surjective when 
restricted to Stab AU, G(w) since any /I E Stab,,, G(ti) can be multiplied by 
an inner automorphism so that the product fixes w. So we have an exact 
sequence 
Stab Au,G(~)nInnG-Stab,,,.(w) --Stab,,,.(@). 
Since Stab Aut c(w) n Inn G is infinite cyclic the result follows. 1 
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